- Other options other than “local” religion
- Religious Synchrotism (mixing and matching)
- New age religions – bits of Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Celtic paganism & witchcraft, etc.

Globalization of Food
- Fusion cuisine – (French-Japanese, Anglo-Indian)

Globalization of Music
- “World music”
- Buddhist-techno, Spanish rap, Hungarian rock

Al-Shabaab – “The Youth” case study
- Research done by U of A
- Militant youth organization, split from Islamic Courts Union in 2007 (associated with southern areas of Somalia)
- International turn – originally was intent on controlling parts of Somalia as a state, main political goal was to create a state, BUT with loss of power, taken on international turn, started striking at countries that provide military support to Somali government (Westgate shopping mall attack)
- Also international in way that attracting recruits from around the world (dispersed nation – has geographical location, but activity is spread around world)

- What motivates the international journey?
- Narrow down the community to select few that make decisions (the many to the few) – pyramid structure/narrowing staircase/alienation, social exclusion: (radicalization theory)
- Terrorists (top) - fewest
- Supporters (second)
- Sympathizers (third)
- Neutral (bottom) – most

- Somali-Canadian community